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MaxiInterest Investment Deposit (Video transcript) 
 
How to grasp investment opportunities amid changes in foreign exchange rates? For your day-to-day 
needs, such as payment for your children’s study abroad, overseas investments or even emigration… 
Is foreign currencies notes exchange the only solution? 
 
Actually, the Hang Seng Currency-Linked “MaxiInterest” Investment Deposit can be an alternative. 
Being linked to foreign currencies, the “MaxiInterest” Investment Deposit provides you with the 
potential to earn higher interest, as well as the opportunity to buy a foreign currency at a pre-
determined exchange rate. Moreover, there are 88 currency pairs and various deposit terms to suit 
your needs! 
 
Let me show you how to subscribe online.  
 
Click “Set Up MaxiInterest”. Select “Deposit Currency” and “Deposit Amount”, and then choose the 
“Linked Currency”. Then, choose a target exchange rate as the Initial Exchange Rate! Different pairs of 
Initial Exchange Rate and Annual Interest Rate will be displayed for you to choose from once you click 
“Get Rate”, and you’ll know how much the potential return is. The Initial Exchange Rate will be 
compared against the Final Exchange Rate at the maturity date. That will decide whether you will 
receive the payment in the Deposit Currency or Linked Currency. From now on, you can place any 
Currency-Linked “MaxiInterest” Investment Deposit under different market conditions, anytime, 
anywhere. Once the order is completed, you can go to the “Order and Holdings Enquiry” section 
anytime to view the details of each deposit, including both “Current” and “Matured” deposits. It’s so 
convenient to place Hang Seng Currency-Linked “MaxiInterest” Investment Deposit. Don’t miss it! Act 
now and logon to Hang Seng Personal e-Banking. Don’t forget to complete the Risk Profiling 
Questionnaire!  
 
To find out more about Hang Seng Currency-Linked “MaxiInterest” Investment Deposit, please call our 
FX Hotline at 2822 8233. If you are looking for FX investment tools with greater flexibility, click here to 
check out our FX2-FX and Precious Metals Trading Services! 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


